
An outdoor activity providing a simple framework for poetry writing. Pupils work in teams 
to capture written observations and questions about their surroundings, which build into 
collective verses. The activity can be easily be extended to create longer pieces of writing and 
can be adapted to suit specific year group and themes.

Outcome: Develops collaboration, speculation and descriptive writing

Preparation: Printed prompt questions, though you may prefer to read these out during the 
activity

Additional Requirements: Clipboards (one per team of three), paper, pencils, coloured pegs

Year Groups: Year 3, Year 4, Year 5, Year 6, P4, P5, P6, P7

Instructions:

1. Give each group a coloured peg or marker, a clipboard with paper and a pen/pencil. Ask 
each group to decide who is 1, 2 and 3 .

2. Set the physical boundaries within the outdoor area you are using. Ask each group to 
explore the area and find something that they think is of interest. It may be a tree stump or a 
small flower, a broken piece of fencing or an old tin can. Once they have chosen their object 
they should mark it with their peg.

3. Each group now goes to find another’s marked object - and Person 1 writes down the 
group’s response to the following question: Describe what can you see? (They should be 
encouraged not to simply name the object).

4. After a given amount of time the groups move on to a different object – leaving their 
clipboards behind.

5. With Person 2 now taking ‘the power of the pen’, groups discuss the object they are now 
looking at. Writing underneath the previous group’s contribution, they respond to the 
following question: What does this object remind you of? (Encourage groups to focus not 
only in terms of what it looks/feels like but also whether it evokes any memories).

6. Groups rotate again – so that each group finds itself by a new object and a clipboard with 
two pieces of writing. 

7. With Person 3 holding the pen, groups respond to the following question: What would you 
like to find out about this object?

8. Bring the teams back together and share the results through readings of their 
three-line poems. 
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